Abstract-This paper presents some work in progress on fast and accurate floating-point arithmetic software for ST200-based embedded systems. We show how to use some key architectural features to design codes that achieve correct rounding-to-nearest without sacrificing for efficiency. This is illustrated with the square root function, whose implementation given here is faster by over 35% than the previously best one for such systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The STMicroelectronics ST200 is an embedded media processor derived from the Lx technology platform [7] , designed to implement advanced audio and video codecs in consumer devices such as set-top boxes for HD-IPTV (High Definition Internet Protocol Television), cell phones, wireless terminals, and PDAs. The integration of several instances of the ST200 in large Systems On Chip (SOC) provides an unprecedented level of media processing ability, enabling for instance single chip H.264 solutions.
The processing power brought by these media processors allows to replace dedicated hardware by software, thus giving more flexibility to the design while sustaining a high performance level.
For instance, complex audio decoders or graphics pipeline fragments are now fully implemented in software. One of the interesting characteristics of these applications is that they are highly demanding on floating-point square root computations, mostly for vector normalization purposes. However, this kind of situation is not so frequent in actual code: application developers have traditionally avoided square root functions (as they did for the division operator) because of its high real or perceived computational cost. Instead, they have devised "square root free" algorithms or designed ad-hoc square root implementations.
We think that this burden could be removed from the application developer by providing a square root implementation that is both very fast and, as prescribed by the IEEE-754 standard [1] , correctly rounded.
Motivated by the above applications, we shall focus in this paper on correct rounding-to-nearest and normalized singleprecision floating-point numbers. The input argument x to square root is a normalized single-precision floating-point number [19, §4] when it has the form x m= 2e, (1) 1-4244-0840-7/07/$20.00 02007 IEEE. with e an integer between -126 and 127 and m a rational number having binary expansion ±I-flf2 ... f23. For x > 0, the real number x thus has the form
here d = Le/2i, f = t/m-and t = 1 or 2 depending on the parity of e. Although d lies in the range of e, the binary expansion 1-f1l2 ... * 23f24 ... (2) of f is in general nonterminating, unlike that of m, and the exact value x may eventually not fit in format (1) . Instead, we output a correctly-rounded value of x; under round-tonearest rounding mode, it is the unique normalized singleprecision number r that is closest to x. In fact, obtaining r from x essentially reduces to computing the exact values of the bits 1,... ,£24 in (2) above (see for example [6, §8.6.3] and Subsection III-A).
Several efficient software implementations of correctlyrounded square roots have already been described for processors with or without floating-point units. On HP/Intel's Itanium the algorithms use Newton-Raphson's iteration ( [4] ,[14, §9.1.1], [9] , [3, p.238] ). The same method had been used earlier for IBM's RS/6000 [16] . On ST231, the first implementation has been given in [20, 11] ; there, the initial approximation is refined by a single iteration. On IBM's Power3, NewtonRaphson's method has been replaced in [21] [20, p.113] ).
In this paper, we propose for the ST231 some new implementations: they are based exclusively on the evaluation of polynomial approximants and thus avoid Newton-like iterative refinements. Although the polynomials we use have degree 5 or 6, they can be evaluated very fast and accurately thanks to some key architectural features of the ST231. As a result, the square root latency of [20] has been reduced by over 35%.
Notice that, for IA-64, a similar approach is used in [11] and [9] , but for transcendental functions. Also, [12] studies floating-point software support for Intel's XScale processor which, like the ST231, has no floating-point unit.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes some features of the ST231 architecture and compiler that have been crucial for speeding up square root. Section III outlines our square root implementation and reports experimental results. Finally Section IV gives concluding remarks and future plans.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE ST231 PROCESSOR AND COMPILER A. Architectural features
The ST231 is a 32-bit, four-issue member of the ST200 VLIW core family. VLIW (Very Long Instruction Word) [8] processors use an architectural technique where instruction level parallelism (ILP) is explicitly exposed to the compiler.
RISC-like operations (syllables) are grouped into bundles (wide words). The operations in a bundle are issued simultaneously and complete simultaneously. While the delay between issue and completion is the same for all operations, some results are available for bypassing to subsequent operations prior to completion.
A hardware implementation of a VLIW is significantly simpler than a corresponding multiple issue superscalar CPU. This is due principally to the simplification of the operation grouping and scheduling hardware. This complexity is moved to the ILP extractor (compiler) and the instruction scheduling system (compiler and assembler) in the software toolchain.
The ST200 family of cores uses a scalable technology that allows variation in instruction issue width, the number and capabilities of functional units and register files, and the instruction set.
The ST200 family includes the following features: 1) parallel execution units, including multiple integer ALUs and 32x32 bit multipliers, 2) a large register file of 64 general purpose registers and 8 condition registers, 3) predicated execution through select operations, 4) efficient branch architecture with multiple condition registers, 5) encoding of immediate operands up to 32 bits. All these features are key to the square root function implementation, that uses efficiently all the resources exposed by the machine.
B. Compiler
The ST231 VLIW compiler is based on the Open64 technology (www.open64.net) retargeted for the ST200 processor family by STMicroelectronics since 2001. The compiler has been improved to support development for high performance embedded targets. Most important to the square root code efficiency are the if-conversion optimization [2] and the Linear Assembly Optimizer (LAO) [5] . The if-conversion optimization generates mostly straight-line code by emitting efficient sequences of se l ect instructions instead of costly control flow. The LAO generates a schedule for the instructions that is very close to the optimal. III. SQUARE ROOT IMPLEMENTATION As usual for IEEE-754 arithmetic [19, §4] , a number x as in (1) Step 3) can also be done independently. This is essentially due to some known properties of the square root function. First, x = f 2d cannot lie in the middle of two consecutive numbers in format (1) (see for example [14, We are thus left with steps 4) and 5), which are the most time-consuming. Several algorithmic choices are possible as well shown for example in [17] . Subsection Ill-B below reviews the methods that we have implemented; their latencies will be given in Subsection Ill-C.
B. Implemented methods
We have implemented seven square root algorithms, each of which falling into one of the three categories below. 1) Restoring and nonrestoring algorithms: These two are the most basic algorithms based on digit recurrence (see [6] for a detailed and comprehensive study). Both consist of 24 iterations: in the restoring algorithm, the ith iteration outputs exactly £i, possibly after a restoration step involving one more addition; the nonrestoring algorithm avoids restoration by using {-1, I} instead of {0, I} as a digit set. Although a final correction step is needed for that algorithm to return 1, ...., 24, it is in general faster than the previous one.
These two methods output 1... f24 and thus rounding to nearest (step 5) in Subsection III-A) is straightforward. However, these methods are highly sequential (iteration i + 1 cannot start before iteration i is completed) and thus poorly suited to the parallelism available on ST23 1. Hence we use them mostly for comparison with the next, faster methods.
2) Newton-Raphson and Goldschmidt iterations: Those methods are based on iterative approximation [6, §7]: they start with an approximation vo of 1 /A/ over [1, 2) and refine it by successive iterations into a very good approximation v of +/m, from which L1,... f24 can be deduced. For f as in (2), it can be shown that a sufficient condition on v for being able to round correctly is that v -<2 2-25 (3) As in [20] , initial approximations are obtained by evaluating a low-degree truncated minimax polynomial [18, p.36 ] that approximates the function 1/Vm over a small interval. Also, to exploit parallelism while keeping degrees small, the interval [1, 2) is split into two or three subintervals, each of them corresponding to a possibly different approximation polynomial.
Newton-Raphson's or Goldschmidt's iteration is known to roughly double the number of bits of accuracy of the current approximation. Starting from an approximation of 1/ mE rather than m/E ensures that the iterations contain multiplications (for which the ST231 is well suited) but no division. Newton-Raphson's iteration converges to depending on the subinterval. Then one iteration suffices to get v as in (3). Those methods are more suited to the ST231 architecture than the (non)restoring algorithm: multiplications are done accurately enough thanks to the 32x32 bit multipliers, and polynomials are evaluated concurrently thanks to the parallel execution units. However, further speed-ups can be obtained on ST231 by a third approach, which we outline now.
3) Evaluation of polynomial approximants: This method corresponds to approximation by a real function [17, §5] . Unlike the previous method, it approximates directly m by one or several truncated minimax polynomials, and no refinement is needed. We propose two implementations of this approach:
. Poly-5: three subintervals associated with three degree-5 polynomials giving values v as in (3). . Poly-6: two subintervals associated with two degree-6 polynomials giving values v as in (3). The 32x32 bit multipliers of the ST231 allow to evaluate those polynomials very accurately, so that (3) holds. In order to take full advantage of the parallelism available on that architecture, we further use Estrin-like algorithms rather than the classical, but highly sequential Horner's scheme ( [13, p.488] , [11] ): for example polynomials of degree 5 are evaluated as (a5 * x + a4) * z + ((a3 . x + a2) * y + (a, * x + ao)), where y = x x and z = y y. As we shall see in the next subsection, on ST231 this simpler approach turns out to be also the fastest one.
To achieve further speed-up, we have also improved the rounding procedure of [20, 
C. Experimental results
The implementation of each of the above square root algorithms has been verified by exhaustive tests (bit-exactness comparison with the values returned by the sqrtf function of the gcc libm). To measure timings (in numbers of clock cycles), non-special generic values have been used. As stated in Section II, the ST231 is a four-issue machine, but to evaluate the impact of the instruction parallelism, performance has been measured for three issue width values (2, 3, 4) , which is a feature of the ST200 toolset (compiler and simulator). Timings are detailed in Table I, whereas Table II evaluation methods of III-B-3), achieving a timing of 30 cycles for the implementation of Poly-6, and efficiently exploiting the instruction parallelism of the ST231. Compared to the Newton-Raphson/Goldschmidt-based method [20] , currently implemented in the latest official ST231 toolset (and whose latency is of 48 cycles), a speed-up of 37.5% is observed; compared to the implementation of the naive nonrestoring algorithm, the speed-up is by a factor of almost 5.
All special values are handled in at most 22 cycles and are thus never slower than non-special values. Notice also that Goldschmidt-2 is always faster than Newton-2, thus confirming the observation already made in [15] that Goldschmidt's method can be useful not only in hardware but also in software.
As highlighted in Tables I and II, the polynomial evaluation methods are also more sensitive to the issue width value, because of their high degree of parallelism; for example, the Poly-6 method achieves an IPC value of 2.45.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
As we have observed, a software implementation of a correctly rounded-to-nearest single-precision square root operator using polynomial evaluation algorithms, and exploiting at best the instruction parallelism, turns out to be very efficient on a VLIW architecture such as the ST231, achieving a cost of no more than 30 cycles.
Furthermore, as it was formerly noticed in the IA-64 context [10] , letting the compiler generate open code for the square root can even be more efficient when multiple calls to this function are done (either by the programmer or because of compiler transformations such as loop unrolling or software pipelining). In that case, all the constants needed to evaluate the polynomials are factorized by the compiler, thus increasing the computation issue rate.
In this paper we have focused on square root only: although simple, this function already illustrates well how to adapt to a target like the ST231 in order to achieve both speed and accuracy; also, in processor performance bottlenecks, square roots come first among basic floating-point operations [22, Table 2 ]. But we are currently extending our approach to other functions like square root reciprocal (that is even more critical to graphics pipelines), reciprocal, and division.
Finally, automating the generation of fast and accurate C code for computing algebraic functions beyond the four above will provide a way to explore various code generation trade-
